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Batman: The Animated Series Guide is chockfull of batfacts about the characters and storylines in

this Emmy Award winning television show, based on the original DC comic book series. This rebirth

of the Batman story brought new characteristics to the Caped Crusader; the beautifully stylized

series introduces a darker and more complex superhero to the screen, and there's plenty of detail in

this wonderful new world that fans will love to explore on the page. Kids who like Batman: The

Animated Series will love this unique guide to Gotham City and the creative criminals and

humanistic heroes who find their way there.
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I grew up watching this series, and fell in love with Batman because of it. The moment I saw a

preview of the pages for Nightwing and Harley Quinn (my favorite characters) I rushed to order this.

However, I was a bit disappointed. I'm used to the "Ultimate Guide to ---" Books and was expecting

this book to be just as detailed. It is very thin, and not very specific. This book is great for people

and kids who know very little about the series and want to get acquainted. For true fans, its not even

necessary. Only major characters are covered. I would have been more impressed if a character

like Rupert Thorne's accomplice Candace would have gotten a page. I don't see why not, she

appeared in multiple episodes. However, in this book, Rupert himself only get a paragraph on the

"Other Villians" page. An episode guide would have also been nice. The most you get here is a list



of where each major character first appeared. I hope a more detailed book will appear in the future.

There was not that much interesting material in this book, but I used it as reference for drawing my

own Batman pictures, and it was alright for that. I ended up gifting this to a younger sibling as their

first bit of Batman memorabilia ;)

I love Batman the Animated Series. When I heard of this book, I immeadietly bought it. You'll data

on every character from the series and what episodes they first appeared in. Some of the pictures

are photo shots from the series. Great for Batman fans.

my three year old son loves this book he wants to know who all the characters are and he loves to

tell them back to you. this book has been wonderful!!

is what i kept thinking when i perused through this book. i learned quite a few new things about the

series that i wasn't aware of before. very good book!

This book gives you a lot of knowledge about the Dark Knight.

could use more detail
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